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Abstract
Radical esophagectomy is the cornerstone in the treatment of esophageal cancer combined with perioperative 
therapies, whereas patients diagnosed at an early stage may be candidates for endoscopic resection. Minimally 
invasive procedures aim to improve the postoperative complications and reduce overall morbidity. The short and 
long-term results of the incorporation of robot-assisted esophagectomy in specialised centres worldwide have 
been encouraging. The Ivor Lewis technique has become the preferable approach, reaching up to 61% of the 
minimally invasive reconstructions in the Western World; however, the percentage of anastomotic leaks remains 
problematic. Throughout the last decade, a few modifications of the anastomotic technique have been proposed in 
an effort to improve the surgical results of the robot-assisted approach. This review presents the evolving robotic 
techniques of performing the esophagogastric anastomosis. An overview of the available approaches will be 
discussed with a focus on the intrathoracic anastomosis.

Keywords: Esophageal cancer, Ivor Lewis esophagectomy, minimally invasive esophagectomy, robot-assisted 
esophagectomy, anastomotic leak

INTRODUCTION
Esophagectomy is the mainstay of the treatment for resectable esophageal malignancy. Despite the 
improved accuracy of the preoperative staging, the thorough selection of patients, the development of 
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minimally invasive approaches, and the morbidity and mortality rates after the resection remain high even 
in specialised European centres (reported as 59% morbidity and 4.5% mortality, respectively)[1]. More 
precisely, anastomotic leak has long been considered to be one of the most fearful complications, with a rate 
that varies in the literature between 10% and 35%[2]. Two main benefits of the thoracic compared to the 
cervical anastomosis have been outlined regardless of the technical approach: firstly, lower rates of 
anastomotic leak, hence postoperative stenosis, secondary to preventing ischemia of the gastric conduit, and 
secondly, a lower risk of damage to the recurrent laryngeal nerve[3,4].

Laparoscopic, thoracoscopic, robot-assisted, and hybrid techniques are evolving worldwide, aiming to 
minimise the surgical complications. The emergence of robot-assisted minimally invasive esophagectomy 
(RAMIE) has been welcomed internationally by high-volume surgical units with enthusiasm. Refinements 
of the anastomotic technique through the robotic approach, either in terms of suturing or using novel 
instruments and equipment, have the rationale to decrease the operative time, enhance the view of the 
surgical field, and reduce the anastomotic leak rate. To date, these rates are in favour of the intrathoracic as 
opposed to the cervical anastomosis; herein, many centres have almost inclusively adopted the Ivor Lewis 
technique[5].

Since the presentation of the first minimally invasive esophagectomy (MIE), a variety of different 
anastomotic techniques have been proposed, whereas there is increasing interest in establishing standard 
technical steps in the form of recommendations and recently published guidance by experts on the field[6]. 
The current trends and technical details of the robot-assisted anastomotic techniques will be discussed in 
this review.

PAST
Based on multicentre randomised trials (RCTs), the emergence of MIE has shown promising perioperative 
and long-term results; hence, many esophageal surgeons worldwide have incorporated the technique 
without compromising the oncologic outcome[7,8]. RCTs have shown that apart from the improved quality of 
life and lower rates of cardiopulmonary complications after MIE compared to the traditional resections, the 
rate of anastomotic leak was found to be similar between totally MIE and open surgery[9,10]. Another 
interesting finding of those older studies was the preference for a neck anastomosis in both surgical arms 
(66% for the open resections and 64% for the minimally invasive, respectively).

The contributions of pioneers around the world have led to the evolution and advances in esophageal 
surgery. From the open esophagectomy to the MIE, expert teams worldwide have presented their results 
and the process of the learning curve in specialised centres[11-13]. RAMIE, initially introduced two decades 
ago, is another evolving approach with promising results. The first robotic esophagectomy was attempted in 
2002 by Melvin et al., while the first transhiatal RAMIE was successfully performed by Dr. Horgan more 
than two decades ago[14,15]. The first robotic three-stage esophagectomy was reported a few years later. Since 
then, the robotic procedures in the treatment of esophageal malignancy have become popular among 
several centres worldwide [Figure 1].

According to previously published studies, the comparison of the perioperative and oncological outcomes 
after traditional MIE and RAMIE has resulted in encouraging findings. The ROBOT trial compared RAMIE 
to open esophagectomy, indicating accelerated perioperative recovery after RAMIE and equal oncological 
outcomes[16]. Furthermore, a meta-analysis collected the results of eight case-control studies and resulted in 
similar results between MIE and RAMIE[17]. In the past, other non-randomised studies have also shown no 
clearly significant superiority of RAMIE over MIE; however, a trend towards more radical lymph node 
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Figure 1. Capturing the long history of esophagectomy, from the open to the robotic approach. THE: Transhiatal esophagectomy; TTE: 
transthoracic esophagectomy.

dissections in RAMIE patients has been reported[18-20].

The optimal anastomotic technique has not been widely agreed upon, and a great technical discrepancy 
among different centres and countries has been documented. Given the variety of available surgical 
approaches, the preferences for the reconstruction during esophagectomy reported in international studies 
are difficult to interpret [Table 1]. It seems that the mechanical anastomotic technique has become more 
popular (73%) than the hand-sewn anastomosis (27%), especially in centres that have abandoned the open 
approach[4]. Mechanical stapling in neck anastomoses has shown lower leak rates compared to hand-sewn 
techniques; on the other hand, these rates were found to be equal in chest anastomoses regardless of the 
approach.

The history of transition from the open to the thoracoscopic and robotic anastomosis among different units 
varies and is mainly based on the previous experience of each surgeon or institution on the open technique. 
Hence, many esophageal surgeons either transferred their skills from bariatric surgery -gastric bypasses and 
gastrojejunal anastomoses- to stapling or suturing the esophagogastric reconstruction during video-assisted 
thoracoscopy or RAMIE or preserved their familiar approach of anastomosing similarly to their experience 
in open transthoracic esophagectomy.

PRESENT AND FUTURE
Several lessons have been learned from the preliminary and long-term results of MIE. The Ivor Lewis 
esophagectomy with an intrathoracic anastomosis seems to be the predominant type in the Western world 
currently, according to the results of the Esodata Database (estimated approximately 64% of the 
resections)[1]. The skills and critical steps of performing the anastomosis developed in MIE have been 
transferred to the robotic setup; therefore, the three main types of anastomosis have been preserved and 
mastered worldwide with evolving modifications [Figure 2]. All three approaches require an experienced 
assistant next to the operating table responsible for the trocar placement, the docking procedure, correcting 
any corruption/conflict of the robotic arms and switching the instruments needed for each surgical step 
with accuracy, safety, and without causing any delays.

The totally hand-sewn anastomosis is technically challenging because of the limited freedom of movement 
in the mediastinum. The barbed sutures enhanced the hand-sewn continuous one-layer esophagogastric 
anastomosis. Nevertheless, this technique lost its popularity, especially after the wide application of MIE, 
according to the analysis of the EsoBenchmark Database[21]. All in all, only 19% of the total number of 
esophagectomies in expert European centres are completed with a hand-sewn anastomosis, as published in 
a recent consensus. This percentage is exclusively referred to as cervical anastomoses, leaving a percentage 
of 81% for intrathoracic anastomosis[22]. Another review showed that only 126 esophagectomies with hand-
sewn anastomosis have been reported as a total number of cases in the literature underlying the importance 
of retracting the tissues with the fourth robotic arm. A few authors find it helpful to place four full-thickness 
stay sutures (at 3, 6, 9, and 12 o’clock of the anastomosis) before starting the running sutures (either one or 
two between 3 and 9 o’clock)[23].
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Table 1. Available techniques and different types of esophageal resection and reconstruction

Type of 
esophagectomy

Location of 
anastomosis Approach Anastomotic technique

Transhiatal (2-field) Cervical Laparotomy/laparoscopy/robotic gastric 
phase

Hand-sewn/semi-
mechanical/mechanical (circular)

Ivor Lewis (2-field) Intrathoracic Thoracotomy/thoracoscopy/robotic chest 
phase

Hand-sewn/mechanical (linear/circular
stapler)

McKeown (3-stage) Cervical Hybrid/totally open/MIE/RAMIE Hand-sewn/semi-
mechanical/mechanical (circular)

MIE: Minimally invasive esophagectomy; RAMIE: robot-assisted minimally invasive esophagectomy.

Figure 2. The different options for robot-assisted reconstruction after esophageal resection. (A) Hand-sewn anastomosis; (B) circular 
stapling; (C) linear stapling. Yellow arrow: circular stapler; blue arrow: anvil; orange arrow: linear stapler.

On the other hand, using the circular stapler had to overcome the awkward ankle of introducing the 
instrument through the chest and safely performing a purse string notch for positioning the anvil either 
perorally or through the chest wall[24-26]. Anvil graspers for improved adjustment, appropriate sizes of 
circular staplers, and a better understanding of how to eliminate tension between tissues during 
thoracoscopy, as opposed to the conventional thoracotomy, have gradually encouraged more surgeons to 
adopt the technique. The procedure is completed with a linear stapler or suturing of the defect in the 
gastrotomy side. The most complex step is the attachment of the circular stapler within the mediastinum, 
which requires the undocking of the robot to complete the anastomosis manually[18].

The modified Orringer linear stapling technique is another option that consists of an end-to-side double 
stapling or side-to-side anastomosis following an esophagotomy (above, below, or at the level of the 
esophageal stapler line) and gastrotomy for insertion of the stapler[27,28]. A smaller load of the stapler is 
usually advised for easier manipulation and firing of the instrument within the mediastinum, forming the 
posterior side of the anastomosis with the stapler. The defect is then sutured and, again, several ways and 
the use of different sutures have been described; 3-0 V-loc (Covidien), 3-0 Vicryl (Ethicon), and 4-0 
Stratafix (Ethicon) are being used among others. Throughout the years, the previous experience has proved 
that mobilisation of the esophageal stump became necessary, aiming to form a tension-free anastomosis[29]. 
Compared to the other two techniques, the linear stapling forms the widest anastomosis, which may 
account for the lower incidence of postoperative stenosis and strictures[30].
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CURRENT AND FUTURE TRENDS
The technologic advances of RAMIE are particularly useful in overcoming the practical challenges in 
performing an intrathoracic anastomosis. Even when three-dimensional technology is available in MIE, the 
enhanced view of the surgical field and the accurate perception of the depth through RAMIE are great assets 
for the surgeon[6]. Additionally, the articulated instruments and the degrees of freedom provided in RAMIE 
can give the advantage of more convenient angles and manoeuvres, either when stapling or when selecting 
the hand-sewn technique. The improved ergonomics in the limited space of the thoracic mobilisations, 
firing of instruments, and suturing are of paramount importance.

The preliminary results of the RAMIE RCT that recruited patients who underwent RAMIE or MIE for 
squamous cell esophageal carcinoma disclosed a shorter operative time and more extensive 
lymphadenectomy after RAMIE. The morbidity and mortality rates were comparable between the two 
groups. The long-term results of this trial, as well as the results of the ROBOT-2 and REVATE RCTs are 
eagerly awaited[31-33] [Table 2].

With regards to the anastomotic leak rates, these seem to be in favour of the reconstructions using 
mechanical staplers compared to the hand-sewn technique. In fact, the robotic hand-sewn anastomosis 
presented the highest leak rate in a recent analysis (11.1%), whereas circular stapling resulted in 8.6% and 
the linear in 4.5%, respectively[23]. Furthermore, the use of indocyanine green (ICG) fluorescence imaging 
has been demonstrated during minimally invasive and robotic esophageal resections as a technology that 
may enlighten the status of the microvascular perfusion of the gastric conduit and decrease the rates of 
anastomotic leakage of cervical or intrathoracic anastomoses[34-36]. In fact, a recent study showed that the 
findings after the injection of ICG imaging during robotic esophagectomy guided and modified the 
decision-making of surgeons on the conduit site selection in 80% of the cases analysed[36]. In another 
prospectively designed study, the decision about the optimal location of the anastomosis was changed in 
14% of the cases based on the ICG findings[37]. Whether this technological asset has the potential to affect the 
anastomotic leak rate and overall morbidity of esophagectomy significantly remains to be seen in future 
studies.

International meetings and discussions are key in further improving the anastomotic technique and 
decreasing the conduit ischemia and overall surgical complications[6]. A recent consensus among experts 
underlined the importance of a minimum diameter of 4-5 cm of the gastric conduit, minimising the 
retraction of the esophageal stump and the gastric conduit, selectively applying an omental wrap to cover 
the anastomosis, occasionally performing an intraoperative leak test, and, most importantly, gradually 
implementing the linear over the circular stapler. Three reasons were stated for that recommendation: first 
of all, a side-to-side anastomosis is at a lower risk of ischemia; secondly, many esophageal surgeons are 
familiar with linear stapling applied in bariatric procedures and using the same technique may accelerate the 
learning curve; finally, totally MIE or RAMIE is not easily feasible taking into consideration the insertion of 
the circular stapler through the chest wall[28].

Optimising the perioperative care and nutritional support of the patient undergoing esophageal resection is 
also key in improving the surgical outcomes. More precisely, given that oral intake may be delayed during 
the first postoperative days and that enteral nutrition is considered to be the preferable feeding route, the 
use of nasogastric and jejunal feeding tubes is strongly recommended to achieve the nutritional target. The 
significance of this approach is supported by the Enhanced Recovery After Surgery (ERAS) society[38]. 
Moreover, combining both oral and jejunal -through the jejunostomy tube- feeding after discharge has 
shown promising results in terms of nutritional supplementation and energy levels[39].
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Table 2. Landmark ongoing and recently completed randomised trials on the comparison between MIE and RAMIE

Trial Start 
date Origin Expected 

number of cases Surgical arms Anticipated primary 
endpoint

RAMIE[31] 7/2017 China 360 Totally MIE, chest/neck 
anastomosis

Totally RAMIE, 
chest/neck anastomosis

5-year survival

ROBOT-2[32] 1/2021 Germany, 
Netherlands, 
Switzerland

218 Totally MIE, chest 
anastomosis

Totally RAMIE, chest 
anastomosis

Number of lymph nodes 
resected

REVATE[33] 10/2018 China 190 Hybrid: 
thoracoscopy, 
laparotomy/ 
laparoscopy

Totally RAMIE Extent of 
lymphadenectomy

MIE: Minimally invasive esophagectomy; RAMIE: robot-assisted minimally invasive esophagectomy.

CONCLUSION
This narrative review demonstrated the available totally robotic and hybrid techniques for forming the 
esophagogastric anastomosis during RAMIE. The existing variety of the anastomotic options in MIE has 
been implemented in robotic resections; hence, a great diversity of tips and tricks, results, and 
recommendations are being discussed in the literature. Either hand-sewn or mechanical stapling, each 
technique presents a few advantages and challenges, and most esophageal surgeons incorporate the skills 
they are more familiar with from open esophagectomy or MIE. The hand-sewn suturing and the linear 
stapling can complete a totally robotic reconstruction, whereas the circular stapler requires undocking of the 
robotic arms and a trained assistant. Regardless of the preferred approach, safety and radicality, along with 
accurate reports of the surgical outcomes and complications, are pivotal. This aims to improve the technical 
experience and maximally take advantage of the robotic technique.
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